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Issues discussed







Headteacher’s report
School Improvement plan
Sub committees
Policy update
School improvement plan
DCC/Bishop's single Faith based Provision

Decisions and recommendations made
TH opened the meeting with a prayer.
Louise Bollard was in attendance during JB school council
report.
6. School Council report
JB was unable to stay due to having exam revision so she
gave an update to the Governors first.
The winter ball was a success recently. The sixth form are
going to conducting the assembly this week in order to
continue to set the standard high for the school
assemblies.
The common room cleanliness has improved and
continues to be monitored.
JB and Louise Bollard left the meeting at 6.40pm
4. Minutes of meeting on the 16th October.
Agreed by all Governors as a true record of the meeting.
Proposed by DD, seconded by KR.

By whom

When

7. Headteacher’s report
RJ has sent out the report on email prior to the meeting
and had also attached the visit report from the recent GWE
visit.
There was a recent incident in school, which resulted in RJ
excluding 2 Year 8 boys for a day and a half. The boys
have been placed on report until the end of year (where
each lesson the teachers write down how they have
behaved)
RJ had spoken with the full secondary school about the
policies that are in place to protect the children, teachers
and school and have made it very clear to the parents of
the 2 boys that this behaviour will not be tolerated.
KR shared concerns about the type of behaviour the boys
displayed (involved fire type behaviour) and shared his
knowledge of the courses that are available for the children
to access.
Action- RJ to explore the courses with the children's
parents when meeting with them tomorrow.
RJ is happy that the boys realised their mistake and are
accepting of the consequences of their behaviours.

RJ

5th
December

Referring to the Headteacher’s report MHe asked RJ if the
GWE visit was useful.
RJ- Confirmed it was, as the findings validated the lesson
observation process is accurate. RJ has updated the SIP
(which is ongoing) to include the recommendations from
the GWE visit.
RJ shared a PowerPoint presentation on Welsh Bacc
qualification (and shared a handout on the qualification
from qualifiedforlife.org.uk/welsh-baccalaureate)
Action- RJ to update Governors on the training for
teachers on the new Welsh Bacc.
RJ shared a PowerPoint on the (teacher assessments for
Foundation phase, KS2 and KS3) results from last school
year.
MHe noted drops in the Foundation phase graphs shown
and challenged RJ as to why this drop took place. RJ
confirmed that there were 12 children in this cohort and
they achieved below the Welsh average. The Foundation
phase wasn't pushed enough, which is a need RJ has
identified and is working with teachers.
AR asked RJ whether she was able to improve results in all
areas. RJ confirmed that these results (Foundation phase,
KS2 and KS3) are teacher assessment and some teachers
aren't pushing the pupils to the higher levels even through
they can achieve them or are assessing them too harshly.
RJ or heads of Learning have spoken with every teacher
about their subject results and all discussions are ongoing
and been placed in the SIP.
RJ explained that the school give each pupil a school target
and an aspirational target to work towards. The LA are
aware of authorities where the teacher assessment and the
GCSE/A Level results do not match.
RJ reassured the Governors that although the results
indicate that we are not achieving high in our family, we
know this is only a minor a training issue for teachers. The
pupil size of the school is not taken into account in the
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group of families. AR shared concerns about this and being
scored against a school, which could be significantly
different in pupil size. Small numbers in a pupil cohorts will
result in wide % variations
12. School improvement plan
Document live and ongoing. RJ has outlined 2nd and 3rd
year priorities within the plan too. The document is in
priority order and has been colour coded for ease of the
teachers (can see which is relevant to them as a subject
teacher and which is relevant to all teachers)
MHe asked RJ if the Governing body’s role has been
placed within the SIP. RJ confirmed that the Governing
body’ role does need to be explored more to ensure that is
it working as best it can.
9. Estyn inspection
Estyn will give 20 working days before they attend the
school. When RJ is informed the inspection will take place
she will inform the Governing body and a Governors
meeting will take place that week.
13. Policies
Anne Spiller has been through all policies and ensured they
are up to date.
RJ went on the St Brigid's website in the meeting to show
Governors the website and where information is located
Action- Sam to send RJ and Anne Spiller all Governor
meeting minutes to place on the website.
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The whistle blowing policy needs to be ratified.
Action- RJ to send to Governors
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ASAP

The pay policy needs to be ratified. The only changes were
to increases in salary bands as agreed by the teaching
unions and the government. RJ confirmed there are no
budget changes that hadn't been identified by BS
previously. No objections from the Governors. The policy
was therefore ratified.
8. Sub committees
AdmissionsJW handed out the 2016/2017 secondary and primary
school admissions policy. Governor's agreed this policy.
There have been a high amount of mid year applicants in
year 7 and 8 (all new pupils who didn't have their name
down originally) We have had to decline 7 applicants due to
being full and there is a waiting list for Year 8. Feedback
received, from the applicants parents, show that the
applications arise from families wanting their children to
come to a small school, and bullying issues in other
schools.
PropertyUpdate given by JW on behalf of PEJ.
The grant for the corridor roof has been given.
Tenders will be gained in the new year for the removal of
walls in Matron's flat.
Survey will be completed in the new year for CRAMP.

FinanceBalance forecast 31st March 2015 is £15,426.
Now got 1:1 provision in primary school. Some of the
primary teaching assistants were being paid by DCC, now
this won't be the case. From Sept 2014 we got 6 new

teaching assistants, they are being funded by other LA due
to the locality the children they support live.
Action- PM and BS to place information in a budget
sheet to send to Governors.
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StaffingMHe - No meeting took place on the 2md December due to
having no update since last meeting.
RJ is working on the TLR proposal and continues to look
through and address the issues the NASUWT raised. RJ
would rather get the implementation of this right rather than
rush.
10. Single faith secondary school
No new information available to update on .
'Modernising education report' by Eryl and Jackie is meant
to be presented to the cabinet meeting on the 16th
December.
11. Safeguarding
RJ attended a meeting yesterday on DCC revamping the
policy. MHe had also attended a separate session as CP
governor.
AOBGovernors meeting on the 29th January cancelled- next
meeting 19th March 2015 (although could be before then if
there is an Estyn inspection announced)
RJ read out a letter that one of the pupils sent to Father
Christmas, which was inspirational and funny.
Need a careers Governor. RJ to ask BJ if she would like
the role.
11th December re-enactment of the WW1 Christmas truce
will take place.
Giftaid letter to go to parents about the importance of
supporting the school in this way.
Action- TH to ensure letter goes to parents
RJ facilitated a parents forum meeting recently. 30 parents
have asked for the newsletter to be printed and sent to
them. School needs to ensure that all communication is
getting to the parents, and is being read.
Duration of meeting- 2 hours 25 minutes
Next meeting- 19th March 2015 (although could have
a meeting earlier than this if there is an Estyn
inspection announced)

Minutes sent to chair- 10th December 2014

